Collision avoidance is a fundamental problem of Multi-robot system. In this pape,: we pmposed a new and effective control algorithm for coordinating collision avoidance of multi-robots based on ACl? The main theoretical results and simulations are given
Introduction
Multi-robot system has great potential applications in many fields such as automatic manufacture, job flows in factory and port, and automatic detection and defense of national militaw affairs etc. So many researches have been carried out on it [1-5]. In this paper, we study how to realize coordinating collision avoidance of multiple mobile robots in dynamic uncertain environment based on artificial coordinating field (ACF) proposed in [6] . Collision avoidance of mobile robot has been extensively studied by many researcbers [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . But most works only discuss the problem from a single robot view. In fact, control method based on single robot view may not be effectively applied in multi-robot case. Because once the coming obstacle have the same collision-avoidance ability, collision-avoidance lock may arise, which will result in unsafe state or unreachable to the goal point of the robot. In multi-robot system, the robot should be able to coordinate its motion behaviors with respect to coming obstacles to not only avoid collisions with them but also help to other robots, near to itself, easy to avoid collisions with obstacles they meet and achieve desired motion performances. This is the idea of coordinating collision avoidance discussed in this paper. In addition, we give a more formalized description of the ACF method developed in [6], which is proved to be able to overcome the drawbacks of conventional artificial potential fields in real time and uncertain work environment.
ACFmethod
We gave a simple specification ofACli method here.
Definition and design ofACF
Considering in motion plane U, which can be here point (~, y )~ is denoted as column vector, (*)T'
denotes the transpose of vector (*),% is the whole real number set, and au is the bound of U, Without special specification, bold symbol denotes a vector, and unbold symbol denotes a scalar. e(A) denotes the unit vector of A, n2 is the whole 2-dimension vector set. Difference of two point is a vector, for example, A=ql-q2, here ql, q2c U, the direction of A is from 42 to ql. 
, it holds L(q-af,(4,da),F,(q)i)=oo
Presume the mobile robot is at position q=(x.y)T at time t, and the static and dynamic obstacles being detected by the robot's sensors are denoted by obstacle set Os and Od, respectively. And dO=R, at time t=to, it holds d(Rob,O)>d, here d is a constant. The field parameters are designed as follows: Let firstly 
proof is omitted.)
Problem statement and modeling of mobile robot in ACF
There IS an attractive force field Fa(q)o in plane U, here D={(xd,yd)'} is a point in U, and it's the goal of the mobile robot. There are some BRCF Fr(q)o, (i=l,Z,,..), here Oi is a bounded region denoting
Suppose
Oi n Oj = Q, Oi n Rob(D) = a, of collision avoidance, being required to move fiom starting point qO=(xO,yO)T to goal point qd=(xd,yd)T, can be described as: Decide its behaviors in real time Vi, Rob(q rob, t) n Oi(t) = @ so that:
Subjected to
Here J(u) is a cost function of behaviors. Uu is behavior space. Safety is not the only requirement. The mobile robot can be looked as a circle with weight M, then in ACF we have:
Here KDO is a parameter to he defined, qdis the desired velocity of mobile robot. It can be rewritten as:
Its controllability can be verified. It proves that in ACF, through appropriate designs of field parameters, we c h achieve the desired motion behaviors of the mobile robot. The control law can he designed as the following, taking into consideration of two cases: no obstacles in the observable region of robot. and else.
Behavior decision based on ACF
When the mobile robot meets an obstacle, repulsive force can keep the robot off from the obstacle if the condition required in proposition 1 can be satisfied. The coordinating force can guide the robot to move into the desired direction with no local minima in the path. So how to avoid an obstacle in ACF is transformed into how to decide the coordinating factor in an optimal manner. Hence we have the following decision model: For an unintelligent obstacle, we require the robot can avoid it in a shorter path, we have:
T R . ( g ( q ) , -q ) , e , , )~9 0°)
Here, ea. is the sub-goal of the robot, how to decide sub-goals ofrobot can refer to [6] .
Coordinating collision avoidance
In ACF, coordinating collision avoidance behaviors can be realized by proper design of field forces and real-time decision of the coordinating factor. Let's denote the collision risk of mobile robot Rob generated from obstacle i, which is either an unintelligent or a robot, as riski. How to predict risk, can refer to [6] . Then the total risk can be written as: 
)/risk, if risk=O, then we define risk-ri=O. We set Kri=:Kri*risk_ri, Kni=:Kni*risk-ri. It's easy to see that only when there is collision risk, interactive forces exist. And interactive forces between two mobile robots may be unbalanced. That is, the smaller the total collision risk of one robot, the higher forces generated from the other robot whose total collision risk is higher. This will make the robot with smaller total collision risk coordinate its behaviors with respect to the robot with higher total collision risk and help the robot with higher total collision risk to avoid collision and break away from the higher risk environment. And finally by this way, collision risk can be passed from the higher to the smaller. When hyo robots meet, not only collision should be avoided, but also there is no collision avoidance lock between them, namely, they should completely avoid each other in their paths. For this purpose, we defme the following two states. Considering the system of two robots i and j, choose its state: state of the system: q.9
= ( q j , q i 3 q j ' q j ) T , define the absolute safe
Sq ii=
. and define
the lock-free safe state as:Sqij-I=
The attractive forces on robot i and j, and the interactive forces between them are called intemal forces, others called extemal forces. Then we have: Lemma 1: For the system of two robots i and j, if no extemal forces exist, and
then there is no lock of collision avoidance and the robot will completely avoid each other.
Let pIl=e(q-qi), called relative position vector,
Hence as for robot i or j, we only need to conh.01 its relative position vector to desired relative position vector for lock-free collision avoidance. Considering the system of two robots i and j, there are three cases according to 4 4 > 4 j 1
In order to make the robot avoid collision in the shortest path, the two robots can rotate around the centcr point of the line segment between them in clockwise or anti-clockwise way which is determined by the minimum rotating angle from plj to pij_d. The decision model is:
i , , ) = x
Case 2: In this case pl=O, for robot i, substitute In this case we need to do nothing, let =0, because it is finally changed into case 1 or 2.
Lemma 2: For the system of two robots i and j, with no extemal forces existing, based on decision equation (I) , the relative position vector of i or j can he controlled to its desired position. Theorem 1: For the system of two robots, if extemal forces outside the system can't affect the dominating effects of the forces inside the system, then the state of the system is sure to he changed into. lock-fiee collision avoidance state according to equation (1). (Proof is omitted)
In order to guarantee the condition required in theorem1 is satisfied, some environment constraints are needed, which are discussed in the complete version of this paper, submitted to the journal. 
